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11 (a) 1 chlorophyll absorbs mainly red and blue light; 

2 light absorbed by antenna complex; 

3 energy transferred; 

4 reaction centres/P700/P680; 

5 

6 

light energy excites electron(s)/reference passing to higher energy level; 

electron lost from chlorophyll 3 max 

(b)b water is split into H+ and OH-;

2 electron removed from OH-; 

3 to replace electron from photosystem/chlorophyll; 

4 OH breaks down into O2 and water; 

5 H+ used to form reduced NADP; 

6 reference correct, balanced equation; 3 max 

(c)c reference flow of electrons along ETC;

2 reference to pumping H+ across membrane; 

3 reference to H+/proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane; 

4 flow of protons down gradient; 

5 via ATPase/stalked particles; 

6 formation of ATP from ADP and Pi; 

7 cyclic, electron returns to original photosystem; 

8 non-cyclic, electron from PSII to PSI; 3 max 

(d) reference increased efficiency/short diffusion distance/close together; 1 

Total 10 
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Question2 

(a) 1

2

3

4

5

6

sun leaves reach compensation point / zero gas exchange at higher light intensity; 

rate of photosynthesis increases more rapidly in sun leaves ; 

C 2 O uptake is greater in shade leaves (ora) at low light intensity ; 

 higher rate of photosynthesis / CO2 uptake in sun leaves (ora) at higher light intensity ; 

more respiration in sun leaves (ora) at zero or low light intensity; 

CO2 uptake levels off in shade leaves (ora) ;     3 max 

accept CO2 uptake for photosynthesis and vice versa 

accept CO2 production for respiration and vice versa

(b) light no longer limiting ;

some other factor limiting ;

example carbon dioxide concentration / temperature / ref:chlorophyll ; 3

(c) at low light intensity little or no effect / light (dependent reaction) limiting rate ;

at high light intensity increasing temperature will increase the rate of photosynthesis ;

ref. (effect of temperature on the rate of) enzyme controlled reactions / light independent

stage ;

detail – e.g. named enzyme (RuBISCO) / ref. Calvin Cycle ;

ignore reference to sun / shade leaves 3 max 

Total : 9 
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Question 3

(a) 

(i) 

increase ; 

rapid/sharp/steep ; 

then decrease ; 

does not drop to original value ; 

(ii) 

decreases to O / all used up ; ·· 

(b) 
(i) 

GP continues to be formed from RuBP; 

(until) all RuBP used up ; 

the GP falls as converted to hexose/glucose/TP ; 

2max 

1 

2max 

(ii) 

in dark RuBP not regenerated/converted to GP ; R used up 

requires the products /ATP/reduced NADP from the light reaction / photophosphorylation ; 2 

(c) 
ATP; 

reduced NADP ; 2 

Total: 9 
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44 (a (i) 1.  hybrid vigour ;
2. increased heterozygosity / decreased homozygosity ;
3. increases gene pool / AW ;
4. harmful recessive alleles less likely to be expressed / reduces inbreeding depression ;
5. increased yield ;
6. other named useful characteristic ; e.g. disease resistance / more nutritious  [3 max]

(ii) high cost (of seed) / farmers must buy new seed each year ; [1]

(b) (i) 1.  stomata closed ;
2. to reduce transpiration / to avoid too much loss of water ;
3. so carbon dioxide cannot enter the leaf ;
4. so carbon dioxide concentration (in leaf / in chloroplast) becomes very low ; [3 max]

(ii) 1.   RuBP / rubisco / Calvin cycle, present in bundle sheath cells ;
2. which are tightly packed ;
3. which are not in contact with air (spaces) ;
4. so are not exposed to oxygen ;
5.  CO2 / malate, delivered to bundle sheath cells ;
6. from mesophyll (cells) ;
7.  (so) CO2 concentration in bundle sheath cells always high ; [4 max]

[2 max] 

(c) (i) 1.  CO2 concentration (in bundle sheath cells) is always high ;
2.  CO2 not limiting ;
3. another factor / light intensity / temperature, limiting ;
4.  no photorespiration ;

(ii) 1.   idea of change in temperature ;
2. affects, light independent / light dependent, stage (of photosynthesis) ;
or
3. idea of change in light intensity ;
4. affects light dependent stage (of photosynthesis) ; [2]

[Total: 15] 
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